Ranee: but I so badly want a long holiday in County Down Emergence with Denise. She was over here, seeing off her son to ofAUlard Rhodesia, only for a very few days, but when she comes again I so want you both to come and meet her/
I wondered, as both Helen Waddell and George Moore wrote on Heloi'se, whether either knew of the other's work. I had an idea that George Moore might have known that Helen had the subject in mind, after his own book appeared; also that Helen would never look into Moore's work lest her own vision of the characters might be affected. Ellis Roberts said it was impossible that Moore should have known anything of Helen's project, I wrote to her to enquire....
'Now about George Moore's book and rny own. You are one half right, and Ellis (is he better?) is one half right. For I doubt if George Moore ever knew that I was writing a book on Abelard, and my own was finally published only, I think, a few months before his death. I didn't know him personally, so that we could not even have talked about it. And his own was written and I think published while I was still busy with The Wandering Scholars.
'It was I who feared to read his—and indeed to this day have avoided it, because I have still to do the last years and must go my own way. Ever since I was an undergraduate my mind was working on Abelard; not so much the lover, oddly enough, but the heretic, truth's martyr, rather than Love's Martyr. Fd thought rather of a biography than of a novel. There in Paris, about May or June of 1924,1 was ill with a septic throat, nursed by nuns in the Parvis, and for nights could get no sleep: and—surely I told you this—one night, about the fourth night of sleeplessness, I all at once was Heloise, Heloise as I had never thought of her, not the young Heloise, or the tortured woman of the letters in young middle-age, but Heloise grown old, a quiet abbess, with Abelard twenty years dead. It seemed to me that when any of the Sisters came in through the night to offer me hot milk and be sorry that I couldn't sleep, I was myself again; the moment they went out, I was Heloise, without any transi-119

